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Abstract Young America: The Daguerreotypes of 
Southworth & Hawes (2005) is a monu-
mental exhibition catalogue showcasing 
the work of Albert Sands Southworth 
and Josiah Johnson Hawes. Together 
the partners established a renowned 
daguerreotype studio in mid-nine-
teenth-century Boston that catered to 
the city’s bourgeoisie. This paper seeks 
to unravel the mystery of dozens of da-
guerreotypes found in Young America, 
in which elite Boston women appear to 
be nearly nude. The unidentified wom-
en stand in stark contrast to the care-
fully concealed bodies of Southworth 
& Hawes’ other female subjects. Why 
would they expose themselves in such 
a manner before the camera’s lens? 
This paper attributes the women’s state 
of (un)dress to their deliberate emula-
tion of two sculptures in the classical 
tradition: Clytie, a marble bust dating to 
antiquity, and Proserpine, a mid-nine-
teenth-century marble bust by Ameri-
can neoclassical sculptor Hiram Pow-
ers. This argument first reveals how a 
general “classical statue” aesthetic pre-
vailed for women’s deportment in an-

tebellum America, then demonstrates 
that the busts of Clytie and Proserpine 
had special significance as icons of 
white, elite female beauty in the period. 
Next, this paper makes the case that 
Southworth & Hawes devised a special 
style of photography deriving from their 
own daguerreotypes of the two stat-
ues, in which the women’s off-shoul-
der drapery was deliberately obscured 
allowing their female clientele to pose 
in the guise of these famous statues. 
The paper concludes by arguing that the 
women shown in these images could 
pose in this style without contravening 
societal norms, as these mythological 
figures were construed by women and 
men in the period to reflect the central 
precepts of the mid-nineteenth-century 
“Cult of True Womanhood.” Moreover, 
the busts offered sartorial models that 
reinforced standards of female dress as 
they related to class and privilege. By 
baring their flawless, white skin, howev-
er, the women positioned themselves 
at the crux of contentious beliefs about 
race in a deeply divided nation prior to 
the American Civil War. 
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In 1839, the French government introduced a remarkable new discovery — the 
first viable form of photography, known as the daguerreotype. Two years later, 
an American named Albert Sands Southworth established a daguerreotype 
studio in Boston.[1] His aim was to create not just photographs, but art.[2] He 
was later joined by Josiah Johnson Hawes, a former artist who specialized in 
portrait painting.[3] Daguerreotypes are positive images produced individually 
on mirror-like sheets of silver-plated copper, covered by protective glass, and are 
notable for their detail and lifelike appearance. Southworth & Hawes recognized 
the new medium’s potential for replacing costly paintings with photographic 
portraits. The firm was later to advertise itself as: “the first in New England to 
apply [the daguerreotype] to likenesses from life.”[4] 
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Although the partnership of Southworth & Hawes ended in 1862 when South-
worth left the studio, Hawes continued to practice photography in Boston. Pho-
tographs and artifacts remained in the studio until the time of Hawes’ death in 
1901, when family members came into possession of the surviving materials. As 
a consequence of their families’ stewardship and subsequent care by collectors 
and museums, a remarkable number of daguerreotypes produced by the studio 
have survived — more than two thousand — attesting to the photographers’ 
central place in the lives of elite Bostonians and other Americans who patronized 
their studio in the mid-nineteenth century.[5] 

Young America: The Daguerreotypes of Southworth & Hawes, published in 
2005, is a monumental exhibition catalogue showcasing the surviving work of 
Southworth & Hawes’ studio.[6] The majority of images reproduced in Young 
America are portrait photographs, and most date to circa 1850. Pictured here are 
bourgeois citizens of the “Athens of America,” as Boston was known, including 
wealthy and largely conservative Boston Brahmins, American literary figures, art-
ists, and politicians, and activists who took up the causes of transcendentalism, 
feminism, and abolitionism.[7] Among the famous subjects are politician Daniel 
Webster, writer Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, feminist, abolitionist, and temper-
ance advocate Susan B. Anthony, Boston Brahmin Nathan Appleton, and visiting 
entertainer Lola Montez.[8]  
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Hundreds of the sitters, however, are 
anonymous, yet they most certainly 
represent the elite of Boston society.

Looking back on their studio years later, 
Hawes emphasized the partners’ wealthy 
clientele, recalling, “they were all ladies 
and gentlemen who came here.” He add-
ed, “They were men and women of family, 
and with names.”[9]

Southworth & Hawes’ portraits of wom-
en, most of them in half- or three-quarter 
length, are especially splendid. In nearly 
five hundred daguerreotypes grouped over 
dozens of pages, Southworth & Hawes’ un-
identified female subjects pose solemnly in 
heavy clothing against a white background. 
Their dress fabric, accentuated with dark 
lace and ribbon, conceals their entire bod-
ies except for their heads, upper necks, 
and hands. While many women are bare-
headed, a number cover themselves even 
more, with house caps or bonnets. The 
woman in Figure 1, who looks to be mid-
dle-aged, is typical of both younger women 
and others in her age group. Shown seated 
in a half-length portrait, she has hidden 
most of her neck and her collar bones with 
a white lace chemisette inserted into the 

deep V of the bodice of her dark dress. Her 
arms are covered by long, full sleeves and 
her hands appear to be sheathed in finger-
less lace mittens. Her dress is enhanced 
by a silk shawl with an embroidered border, 
which provides another layer of fabric pro-
tection. The elongated hoop earrings and a 
small brooch pinned to her chemisette are 
subtle and appropriate accessories. The 
woman in Figure 2, also shown seated in 
a half-length portrait, adheres to the sarto-
rial principles followed by older women in 
the Southworth & Hawes daguerreotypes. 
Her voluminous dress fabric is a solid dark 
colour with no embellishment. Her neck is 
covered by a simple chemisette, and her 
head by a light-coloured house cap. Unlike 
her middle-aged counterpart, style is not 
a consideration here, only propriety. Taken 
together, the women’s refined, tasteful, 
and modest dress is in keeping with fash-
ion dictates of the period.[10] Moreover, 
these images testify to the women’s po-
sitions of privilege in Boston’s patriarchal 
society, and the wealth of their male family 
members. [11]
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Within this daguerreotype grouping, however, a sub-category of incongruous images attracts the eye: approximately sev-
enty-five bust-length portraits of anonymous women in which they appear to be nude. They, too, pose against a white 
background, but in contrast to the majority of women in the catalogue, their necks, shoulders, and upper torsos are entirely 
bare. Below their shoulders, they are surely swathed in light-coloured drapery. Curiously, though, the fabric appears to be 
blurred out, creating the illusion of even more bare skin. In most cases, carefully composed hairstyles are the only deco-
rative elements in the images. Otherwise, the women are unadorned, with no jewellery or head coverings to disrupt the 
illusion of nudity (see Figure 3, Figure 4, and Figure 5).

FIGURE 1

Southworth & Hawes, Unidentified Woman, ca. 1850. Daguerreotype Whole 
plate, 21.6 x 16.5 cm. Courtesy of the George Eastman Museum.

FIGURE 2

Southworth & Hawes, Unidentified Woman, possibly Mary Bickerdyke, ca. 
1850. Daguerreotype Whole plate, 21.6 x 16.5 cm. Courtesy of the George 
Eastman Museum.
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FIGURE 3

Southworth & Hawes, Unidentified Woman, ca. 1850. 
Daguerreotype Sixth plate, 8.2 x 7.0 cm. Courtesy of the 
George Eastman Museum.

FIGURE 4 

Southworth & Hawes, Unidentified Woman in Profile, ca. 1850. Daguerreotype Quarter 
plate, 10.8 x 8.3 cm. Courtesy of the George Eastman Museum.
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Why would these women choose to  
expose themselves in such a manner 
before the camera’s lens?
It is a particularly apt question 
since baring one’s skin was gen-
erally frowned upon for women 
in the period. In her book on eti-
quette entitled The Young Lady’s 
Friend, a Boston writer named 
Mrs. John Farrar cautioned her 
readers: “Whatever the fashions 
may be, never be induced by 
them to violate the strictest mod-
esty. No woman can strip her 
arms to her shoulders and show 
her back and bosom without in-
juring her mind, and losing some 
of her refinement; if such would 
consult their brothers, they would 
tell them how men regard it.”[12] 

The question becomes more 
pressing when one considers 
that nudity in photography was 
extremely rare in the mid-nine-
teenth century. When it occurred, 
it fell into the realm of European 
erotica or pornography.[13] Nudi-

ty in photography was also used 
to bolster putatively “scientific” 
theories of race.  For example, 
in 1850, Harvard professor Louis 
Agassiz commissioned fifteen 
daguerreotypes of male and 
female slaves in South Carolina. 
His intent was to provide visual 
evidence for the newly popular 
racial theory of polygenesis, 
which argued that each race was 
a separate species. The camera 
captured its powerless subjects 
totally or partially undressed. In 
the decade prior to the American 
Civil War, the daguerreotypes 
“had two purposes,” writes Brian 
Wallis, “one nominally scientific, 
the other frankly political. They 
were designed to analyze the 
physical differences between Eu-
ropean whites and African Black, 
but at the same time they were 
meant to prove the superiority of 
the white race.”[14] 

FIGURE 5

Southworth & Hawes, Unidentified Woman, ca. 
1850. Daguerreotype Quarter plate, 9.0 x 6.6 cm. 
Courtesy of the George Eastman Museum.
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More broadly, as Ruth Barcan states, conceptions of nudity in the “modern 
West” have been deeply influenced by the Judaic tradition, in which nudity was 
associated with “loss or deprivation… — the state of slaves, prostitutes, the 
damned or the mad.”[15] However, Barcan also notes there is another stream 
of thought that has influenced modern civilization: the Greek tradition, which, 
“in athletic and sculptural practice, saw nudity as state of the ideal human fig-
ure.”[16] It is the Greek tradition, and sculptural practice in particular, that pro-
vides an opening to understanding Southworth & Hawes’ puzzling photographs, 
in which the women voluntarily expose their bare skin, unlike the unwilling 
slaves in the photographs commissioned by Agassiz. This paper will argue that 
the “undressed” women found in the daguerreotypes of Southworth & Hawes 
were posing in the guise of idealized classical statuary, and two statues in par-
ticular: a bust of the female mythological figure Clytie, and a bust of the female 
mythological figure Proserpine. 
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The “Classical Statue” Aesthetic 

The ancient Greek sculptural tradition was very much alive in America at the mid-point 
of nineteenth century. Both women and men associated female beauty with statuary 
in the classical tradition depicting idealized, frequently nude female figures. First creat-
ed in ancient Greece and Rome, the style was revived in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth centuries by the Italian sculptor Antonio Canova and his followers. In Bos-
ton, women and men could view works of classical statuary reproduced in plaster and 
neoclassical works in marble at the Boston Athenaeum, a library with a large exhibition 
space. As Caroline Winterer writes, for the Athenaeum’s visitors of both sexes, “the 
female nude as the embodiment of Truth and Beauty could never entirely suppress its 
obvious use as a comparison set for real women.”[17]

Periodicals such as Godey’s Lady’s Book — the most popular American women’s mag-
azine at the time — reinforced the association between classical statuary and feminine 
beauty by providing exemplars of statue-like women for its readers to emulate in fic-
tion and non-fiction.[18] In a short story from the January 1852 issue of Godey’s, a 
young woman’s attractive appearance is specifically connected to marble statuary. The 
scene is a party, and the woman, named Florence, enters the room, where she attracts 
the attention of a male admirer:

Herbert followed with his eyes the statuelike-looking young creature who 
passed by him. She was rather pale, with delicate and finely-chiseled features, 
a well-formed head, and beautifully set upon her shoulders. The throat and 
shoulders were exquisite, and the whole air was thoroughly aristocratic. The 
marble was evidently Parian, and the workmanship of the highest finish.[19]

Herbert is smitten with the statue-like woman and demands an introduction. Florence 
is cool to his advances. Herbert therefore tries to engage her through witty conversa-
tion: “He seemed, Prometheus-like, to have stolen fire from Heaven to animate his 
statue,” but Florence does not respond and leaves the party. Undeterred, Herbert 
continues his attempt to woo her over time, even as her distant air forms part of her 
appeal: “He felt that she was to be placed on a pedestal, and he willingly did homage 
to her shrine.”[20] Eventually Florence agrees to marry Herbert. 
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In the story, Herbert is satisfied to set Florence “on a pedes-
tal,” where he can admire her and, of course, enact a sense 
of ownership over his prized possession, his living work of 
statuary. Yet the story also suggests that a stylish woman 
could take what we might call a “classical statue” aesthetic 
and consciously mould it to her own purposes. Florence ap-
pears to be “statuelike,” and throughout the story the narrator 
makes it clear that this is a deliberate decision on her part. 

An article published in Godey’s in 1854 further models to 
American women that composing themselves in a statue-like 
manner is desirable, a means of expressing a sense of quiet 
dignity. The scene is a department store, and a young woman 
has arrived with other family members to shop for her wed-
ding trousseau. Initially, she ignores the goings-on even as 
items are laid out for her consideration. The narrator tells us: 
“She was cold, polite, but indifferent. This I thought strange, 
till I remembered she was a fiancée, almost as good as a mar-
ried lady already, and had therefore some dignity to sustain.” 
However, the business of shopping for her wedding trous-
seau eventually draws the young woman in: “What young 
lady of eighteen could maintain the appearance of indiffer-
ence? It was not in nature — not in female nature. The statue 
descended from its pedestal; entered quietly and gracefully 
into the details before it; made selections with the taste of an 
artist and knowledge of a woman of fashion.”[21] With that, 
the shopping trip comes to a successful conclusion. Readers 
of the short story and article would understand that it was 
the role of men to “collect” women as if they were statues. 
At the same time, they would see that women could con-
sciously exploit the prevailing “classical statue” aesthetic to 
their own ends, assuming a resemblance to a statue as they 
thought the situation required to appear more attractive, more 
composed, and more fashionable.

FIGURE 6 

Clytie, Roman, c. AD 40–50, Marble, 57.15 cm. British Museum, London.  
 https://www.britishmuseum.org/research/collection_online/collection_object_details.aspx?objectId=460064&partId=1.

FIGURE 7 

Hiram Powers, Proserpine, 1839–1873. Marble, 63.5 x 50.8 x 27.9 cm. Smithsonian American Art Museum, Washington, DC.  
https://americanart.si.edu/artwork/proserpine-20131.
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Clytie and Proserpine

The mid-nineteenth-century association between female 
beauty and classical statuary had its antecedents; in part, 
in the neoclassical period of the late eighteenth century, 
and Emma Hart’s (later, Lady Emma Hamilton’s) “attitude” 
performances. Covered only in light muslin, in a state she 
described as an “undress,” Hart posed before audiences 
in the guise of various female mythological figures, among 
them Niobe and Ariadne.[22] Amelia Rauser notes that 
illustrations of Hart in twelve of her “attitudes,” first pub-
lished in 1794, “codified the ideal of the fashionable and 
aesthetically sophisticated woman as a living statue.”[23] 
Additionally, Hart established a prototype for women to 
emulate specific mythological figures derived from classi-
cal statuary, rather than simply “performing” a generalized 
“classical statue” aesthetic.[24] Were the women in the 
Southworth & Hawes daguerreotypes under discussion 
engaged in a similar activity to Hart? And if so, which fig-
ures/statues were they modelling themselves upon? 

Visual and textual evidence point to the marble busts 
of Clytie and Proserpine, two of the most famous 

works of art in the era.

Both depicted female mythological figures, and both had a 
presence in Southworth & Hawes’ studio.

Clytie, dating to antiquity, was a prized possession of the 
eighteenth-century British connoisseur Charles Townley. 
The statue has been held by the British Museum since 
1805 (Figure 6).[25] Proserpine is an original work creat-
ed in 1843 by the American neoclassical sculptor Hiram 
Powers, who lived and worked in Florence, Italy (Figure 
7). Ovid recounted the tales of each of these mythological 
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figures in The Metamorphoses. The story of Clytie 
centres on a Greek sea nymph who is in love with 
Apollo, the sun god. Clytie takes desperate measures 
to attain Apollo’s affection by destroying the reputa-
tion and causing the death of Leucothoe, with whom 
Apollo is in love. Her plot fails, turning Apollo against 
her. Still, Clytie pines after him, eventually becoming 
rooted in the earth, whereby she is transformed into a 
heliotrope (later understood to be a sunflower), forever 
turning her head toward the sun in a never-ending act 
of love.[26] Proserpine, the daughter of Ceres, god-
dess of agriculture, and Jupiter, king of the gods, is 
captured by Pluto and carried off to the underworld. 
With the intervention of Jupiter, Ceres is able to bring 
her daughter above ground for six months of the year, 
the months that coincide with spring and summer.[27]

In these tales, the central female figures are inextrica-
bly tied to powerful male characters.

The Clytie and Proserpine busts embody in marble 
these mythological figures, portraying them as  
simultaneously vulnerable and seductive. 

The Clytie bust’s hair, parted in the middle, flows like 
rippling waves across the brow and in tendrils down 
the neck. The symmetrical face, with its pensive 
eyes, long nose, and pursed lips, is tilted downwards, 
suggesting Clytie’s permanently mournful state as a 
woman who can never attain the affection of her be-
loved, but who remains devoted to him nonetheless. 
Beneath the neck and visible collarbones, however, 
sheer drapery runs asymmetrically across the torso, 
exposing part of the left breast, and imbuing the figure 
with an erotic aura. 
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More idealized than the bust of Clytie, Pow-
ers’ Proserpine in some ways lacks the former 
work’s overt vulnerability and sensuality. The 
hair is tightly bound and held in place by a 
fillet. The upright figure is regal and the face 
is nearly emotionless. In contrast to Clytie, 
the breasts of the figure are entirely exposed, 
thus offering viewers an impression of Proser-
pine’s defenceless state when taken captive 
by Pluto against her will but also a tantalizing 
simulacrum of a nude female torso.[28]

Elite Anglo-American male art collectors were 
entranced by the two statues and purchased 
copies of the Clytie and Proserpine busts 
for enjoyment in their homes, often in the 
company of other men. In Johann Zoffany’s 
famous painting Charles Townley in His Sculp-
ture Gallery (1782), Townley’s bust of Clytie 

sits in a privileged place near the centre of 
the painting, surrounded by his male friends. 
The location is not surprising, as the bust 
was known to be one of Townley’s favourite 
works. Indeed, Clytie so captivated Townley 
that he reportedly referred to the work as his 
“wife.”[29] Joseph Nollekens, the pre-em-
inent British sculptor of the late eighteenth 
century, sold copies of the bust in his studio, 
indicating Clytie’s wide appeal to elite men.
[30] In Boston, the wealthy politician Francis 
Calley Gray is known to have owned a copy 
in marble of the original from the British Mu-
seum. Walter Channing, a local physician who 
visited Gray’s home, composed a sonnet in 
which he declared his love for Gray’s bust of 
Clytie. Channing was surely emulating Gray, 
who was in turn emulating Townley.[31]

FIGURE 8

Southworth & Hawes, Clytie by Harriet Hosmer?, ca. 1850. Daguerreotype Whole plate, 
21.5 x 16.5 cm. Courtesy of the George Eastman Museum.
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Wealthy British and American men also coveted Powers’ 
Proserpine. In a letter to Hiram Powers, one Philadelphia 
man yearned for the arrival of his Proserpine, on order from 
Florence, as if he were awaiting his beloved.[32] Over time, 
Powers made more than 150 replicas of Proserpine in three 
versions, more than any other work of American neoclassical 
sculpture.[33] These included one that made its way to Bos-
ton in 1849, where it was exhibited to the public with other 
works by Hiram Powers. It was subsequently purchased by 
a New York collector named Sidney Brooks.[34] 

The Zoffany painting of Charles Townley’s sculpture gallery 
demonstrates the British collector’s desire to flaunt his 
three-dimensional statues in the two-dimensional form of 
painting. Southworth & Hawes evidently believed there was 
potential to encourage local collectors to do the same, but in 
the new medium of photography. In an advertising campaign 
from the early 1850s, they promoted their mastery at repro-
ducing works of statuary.[35] The Young America catalogue 
reveals the partners took at least two different views of the 
Clytie bust, dating to circa 1850. One, surviving in a whole-
plate format, shows the statue in a three-quarter view (Fig-
ure 8). The other, surviving in a quarter-plate format, depicts 
it in profile.[36] The Clytie statue Southworth & Hawes 
photographed could have been the marble bust owned by 
Francis Calley Gray or a copy of the statue produced by a 
local sculptor, possibly owned by another collector.[37] Cor-
respondence from the studio indicates that Southworth also 
photographed the aforementioned Sidney Brooks’ version 
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of Proserpine.[38] He may have done so 
from more than one vantage point, as 
the partners did with the Clytie bust. 

“Vignettes or Heads Simply”

Southworth & Hawes would have most 
certainly exhibited their daguerreotypes 
of Clytie and Proserpine in their studio. 

The studio was a pivotal social and cultural 
space for well-off mid-nineteenth-century 

Bostonians and visitors to the city.

While no photographs of the interior of 
the studio are known to exist, a pencil 
sketch reveals its layout. The space in-
cluded a large loft with a skylight, where 
the photography took place and, on a 
lower floor, a reception room combined 
with an exhibition room.[39] During pho-
tography sessions, the partners made 
a habit of daguerreotyping a variety of 
views of their sitters, keeping any pho-
tographs their clients didn’t want. They 
then displayed their best remaining 
work in the exhibition room.[40] Visitors 
would regularly drop in to examine the 
daguerreotypes on view, even if they 
were not scheduled to have their photo-
graphs taken.[41] Along with portraits of 
esteemed Bostonians and famous indi-

viduals, visitors could examine the part-
ners’ photographs of renowned works of 
sculpture. 

Although apparently no daguerreotypes 
by Southworth & Hawes of Brooks’ Pro-
serpine have survived, the two of Clytie 
reproduced in the Young America cata-
logue reveal the partners photographed 
that bust with great sensitivity. Both 
daguerreotypes of Clytie emphasize the 
statue’s delicate beauty, although each 
gives a somewhat different impression. 
The three-quarter view, with its slightly 
turned head and lightly draped breasts, 
reinforces the bust’s sensual qualities. 
The profile, on the other hand, empha-
sizes the lightly draped right shoulder 
and allows for a better view of the Clytie 
bust’s spiralling curls as they flow tanta-
lizingly down the back of the neck. It is 
reasonable to surmise that any daguerre-
otypes the partners took of Proserpine 
would have been handled with similar 
artistry. The resulting daguerreotypes, 
mounted in the exhibition room, would 
have depicted for visitors two icons of 
mid-nineteenth-century female beauty. 

More importantly for this discussion, 
Southworth & Hawes appear to have 
encouraged their female sitters to pose 
in a manner that closely resembled their 
own daguerreotypes of the Clytie and 
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Proserpine busts, a process enabled by a new style photographic style they called “Vignettes or 
Heads Simply.”[42] Southworth & Hawes promoted their “Vignettes or Heads Simply” style in 
their 1850s advertising campaign. The ad copy declares: “This is our own style — we were the 
first to practice it, and in it are some of our very best pictures . . . . The strength and boldness 
of the effect can be equalled in no other way.” The key characteristic of the style is that “no 
drapery attracts the eye from the face and its character.”[43]

It is likely that when developing this particular vignetting style, the partners looked to the work 
of a local competitor, the Boston photographer John A. Whipple.[44] In 1849, Whipple patented 
a technique that became known as the Crayon Daguerreotype. His goal was to reproduce the 
effect of contemporary black-and-white crayon portraits in daguerreotype form. In the crayon 
portraits, produced on white paper, clothing fades out to white, appearing to evaporate in order 
to draw attention to the subject’s face. Therefore, in his Crayon Daguerreotypes, taken against a 
white backdrop, Whipple strove to “intercept from the camera such parts of the dress or person 
as it may be desirable not to represent.”[45] In 1858, S.D. Humphrey noted one method for 
producing the Crayon Daguerreotype. It involved using a piece of white or light-coloured paper 
cut into a semi-circle and hanging from a wire frame, which “moved in front of the lower part of 
the body of the sitter during the time of exposure of the plate in the camera.”[46]
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Southworth & Hawes deny in the previously quoted 
ad that their “Vignettes or Heads Simply” style had 
anything to do with Whipple’s Crayon Daguerreo-
types.[47] And indeed, the partners seemed to 
have had another goal in mind — to imitate their 
own daguerreotypes of the Clytie and Proserpine 
busts. The “Vignettes or Heads Simply” style al-
lowed them to suggest simultaneously the light, 
classical drapery of the Clytie bust and the complete 
lack of drapery in the case of the Proserpine bust, 
while still protecting their sitters’ modesty. Consid-
er the young woman from Figure 3, in comparison 
to Southworth & Hawes’ whole plate daguerreo-
type of Clytie: the sitter’s downturned head, mel-
ancholy gaze, soft, pursed lips, wavy, centre-part-
ed hair with cascading curls, and bare shoulders 
and back. Her portrait is nearly a mirror image of 
Clytie in the Southworth & Hawes daguerreotype 
(Figure 9). The deportment the woman in Figure 
5 is suggestive of a possible daguerreotype taken 
by Southworth & Hawes showing Powers’ Pros-
erpine in profile: the sitter’s centre-parted hair is 
pinned up elaborately above her neck and her chin 
juts out almost at a right angle to her neck. She 
shares the Proserpine bust’s quiet yet regal bearing 
and the bust’s exposed upper body (or at least the 
suggestion thereof). In Figure 6, the woman’s hair-
style approximates Clytie’s, while the angle of her 
head, firmly pressed lips, and cool gaze echo the 
appearance of the Proserpine bust when viewed 
and photographed slightly from the right, resulting 
in a combination of the two. Once these similarities 
between Southworth & Hawes’ daguerreotypes 
of Clytie and Proserpine have been discerned, 
one can recognize them again and again in the 
partners’ portraits of the women in their state of 
“undress.”[48] They look like statues. 

FIGURE 9 

Top: Southworth & Hawes, Unidentified Woman, ca. 1850. Daguerreotype Sixth plate, 8.2 x 7.0 cm. Courtesy of the George Eastman Museum;  
Bottom: Southworth & Hawes, Clytie by Harriet Hosmer?, ca. 1850. Daguerreotype Whole plate, 21.5 x 16.5 cm. Courtesy of the George Eastman Museum.
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How did the partners achieve this uncanny process of 
metamorphosis? It would not have been possible with-
out the cooperation, and indeed, effort of their sitters. 
Advance preparation would be essential, and in an article 
by Albert Southworth offering advice about preparing for 
daguerreotype portraits, he writes recommends sitters 
“practice, with a friend to prompt, before a mirror.”[49] 
It is advice his female clientele clearly took seriously, 
for in the Young America catalogue, three whole plates 
with multiple exposures demonstrate the results of such 
rehearsal sessions, each showing a different woman as-
suming a variety of facial expressions before the camera. 
Moreover, it is reasonable to assume the partners sold 
daguerreotype copies of their original Clytie and Pros-
erpine daguerreotypes, which women could take home 
to study and imitate. Upon their arrival at Southworth & 
Hawes’ studio, they would be prepared to assume their 
carefully rehearsed poses. Then, they would be swathed 
in light drapery by female studio assistants, fabric that 
Southworth & Hawes would carefully obscure in their 
daguerreotype portraits. 

The resulting images represent a remarkably successful 
collaboration between Southworth and Hawes and their 
female subjects. The daguerreotypes simultaneously en-
capsulate the “classical statue” aesthetic (in the specific 
form of Clytie and/or Proserpine) and draw viewers’ 
attention to the sitters’ faces, as Southworth and Hawes 
intended. And yet, the nature of the sitters’ character 
remains in question. The employment of the “Vignettes 
or Heads Simply” style in these daguerreotypes also, 
of course, emphasizes the women’s nearly nude state, 
thus potentially raising doubts in mid-nineteenth-century 
spectators’ minds about the women’s virtue. Therefore, 
the question remains — why would they agree to be per-
manently recorded in such a state of “undress” in their 
daguerreotype portraits?
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Messages in Marble

The answer lies in the fact that mid-nineteenth-century American women had their own unique 
relationship with Clytie and Proserpine. Translated into marble, these mythological figures were 
undoubtedly sources of delectation for men. For women, however, the statues operated as 
symbolic objects that fortified contemporary notions of proper feminine behaviour. Elite ante-
bellum American women were well informed about classical antiquity, thanks to female edu-
cational academies that privileged classical studies; informal “reading circles” geared towards 
women; and institutions such as the Boston Athenaeum.[50] As Caroline Winterer has written, 
“long viewed by historians as a citadel of masculine knowledge about statecraft and erudition, 
classicism was equally meaningful to women: it was the wallpaper of their world, a world of 
reading and writing, getting and spending, aesthetics and experience.”[51] 

Clytie and Proserpine, in particular, were not distant characters from the ancient past, but rather 
stood as personifications of the central precepts of mid-nineteenth-century values pertaining 
to gender. Their complicated and questionable relationships with men were re-cast in women’s 
minds as exemplars of feminine behaviour. Despite the cruel damage Clytie inflicted on Leu-
cothoe, her state as a sunflower permanently longing for Apollo’s love symbolized a woman’s 
devotion to her husband.[52] Pluto’s brutal abduction of Proserpine was overlooked in favour 
of a narrative that emphasized how a woman must separate from her mother upon marriage as 
she transfers her affection to her husband.[53] Together, Clytie and Proserpine represented the 
virtues of the mid-nineteenth-century “Cult of True Womanhood” — piety, purity, submissive-
ness, and domesticity.[54] 
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Accordingly, the busts of Clytie and Proserpine entered the private, 
feminine realm of mid-nineteenth-century households. As of the early 
1850s, the public could purchase porcelain reproductions of Clytie for 
display in Victorian-era parlours.[55] Parents often presented a bust of 
Proserpine to their newly married daughters.[56] More significantly for 
the purposes of this discussion, the parents of a young Massachusetts 
woman, Martha Endicott Peabody, commissioned Hiram Powers to 
sculpt their daughter’s portrait in the very image of his own Proserpine 
(with the addition of light drapery).[57] Southworth & Hawes most 
certainly understood the significance of Clytie and Proserpine to their 
female clientele. Equally, their female clientele would have understood 
that they were enacting and reinforcing their prescribed gender roles by 
posing in emulation of the two statues.[58]

By posing with their skin largely uncovered, the 
sitters were able to impress upon spectators their 

positions of privilege.

Furthermore, the Clytie and Proserpine busts, with their nearly nude or 
nude upper bodies, acted as sartorial models that enabled women imi-
tating them to reinforce their elite status in Boston society. 

Their exposed appearance suggested the one situation in which a 
woman could “strip her arms to her shoulders and show her back and 
bosom,” despite the admonitions of The Young Lady’s Friend — in the 
low-cut evening gowns women donned for dinner parties, the theatre, 
and especially, balls.[59] Balls provided a sanctioned and public means 
for young women to entice new suitors, and mothers were not above 
encouraging their daughters to display “a chaste but promising décolle-
tage.”[60]

Once settled into a prosperous marriage, a woman’s presence at the 
ball, in her elaborate yet revealing gown, was equally an important indi-
cator of her husband’s wealth and status. The unblemished white skin of 
her upper body demonstrated she was not subject to the punishments 
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of physical labour. The ability to dance 
into the night, and sleep well into the next 
day, further signified a life of leisure.[61] 
The women in the Southworth & Hawes’ 
daguerreotypes, in their state of undress, 
would surely recall for viewers the sight of 
women at their most exposed in ballroom 
settings. Any suggestion of eroticism 
would have been countered by the reali-
zation that the women in the photographs 
were signalling the prestige of their fam-
ilies just as effectively as Southworth & 
Hawes’ sitters who covered themselves 
in dark and expensive clothing. 

The busts operated in another manner, 
however, one that extended beyond wom-
en’s intimate connection with Clytie and 
Proserpine. For when the women in the 
“Vignettes or Heads Simply” daguerre-
otypes seemingly metamorphosed into 
busts of pure marble, the sitters’ pale skin 
conveyed a silent but potent message 
about race during a particularly fractious 
period in antebellum American history. It 
was a message that reached back to the 

late eighteenth and early nineteenth centu-
ries, and that explicitly connected statuary 
in the classical tradition with the supposed 
superiority of the white race. Johann Joa-
chim Winckelmann, the German scholar 
and specialist in classical sculpture, de-
clared in 1764 that “a body is all the more 
beautiful the whiter it is.”[62] During the 
neoclassical period of Emma Hart, classi-
cal statuary was not only associated with 
idealized feminine beauty but specifically 
with white feminine beauty: E. Claire Cage 
writes that in the late eighteenth century 
“statuary metaphors… situated women…
as embodiments of aesthetic ideals of 
whiteness… In dress, as well as in com-
plexion, white reigned as the ideal.”[63] 
By 1814, archaeological research revealed 
that classical Greek sculpture was not 
originally white at all, but rather painted in 
vibrant colours. Yet neoclassical sculptors 
from Antonio Canova onward largely con-
tinued to follow the dictates of Winckel-
mann, eschewing any hint of polychromy 
in their work in favour of the “purity” of 
white marble.[64] 
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In 1850, the United States Congress passed the Fugitive Slave 
Act, which forced escaped slaves in the North to be returned to 
their Southern owners. Andrew Delbanco writes, “It was meant 
to be a remedy and salve, but it turned out to be an incendiary 
event that lit the fuse that led to civil war.”[65] In addition to the 
political chaos instigated by the Fugitive Slave Act, a fundamental 
mid-nineteenth-century paradox further fueled the oppression of 
Black women and men in America, whether free or enslaved — it 
was possible for advocates of abolition to believe concurrently 
in the inferiority of Black people. One of these was Louis Agas-
siz, instigator of the photographs of slaves discussed above.[66] 
Against such a fraught backdrop, the Greek sculptural tradition, 
which positioned the white, nude body as the ideal body, was 
inevitably implicated. Indeed, Charmaine A. Nelson has argued, 
“quite simply, the term classical was not neutral, but a racialized 
term that activated the marginalization of blackness as its antith-
esis.”[67] Modelling themselves after the marble busts of Clytie 
and Proserpine, the women in Southworth & Hawes’ daguerre-
otype portraits reinforced precepts central to their role as elite 
Boston women, to be sure. At the same time, however, by posing 
in a state of “undress,” the women embodied a fundamental ele-
ment of colonialism — the erasure and repudiation of any colour 
but white.[68]
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